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He Never Said Good-Bye & Deception In The Moonlight by Christina Siwik 

Sophie London-Evin Foster Mysteries Book One and Two. 



Sophie London sets out to prove her husband, William, was murdered and not just killed in a tragic auto 

accident. The more Sophie and private investigator, Evin Foster, delve into the events surrounding 

William's death, the more unanswered questions surface. Was it an accident or murder? 

Sophie London and Evin Foster team up again. This time it is to prove the innocence of a young man 

accused of murdering his young wife. They go undercover at the popular resort, Sunset Hills, to find the 

evidence they need. It sounds like the young woman is not the only one who has met a suspicious death 

at the resort. Can Sophie and Evin find the real killer before it is too late? 

Review by Joeli K Ballard: 5.0 out of 5 Stars. Great Read! I so enjoyed the story. 
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STONEHAVEN & FOUR Days TO MIDNIGHT by Christina Siwik 

Sophie London-Evin Foster Mysteries Book Three and Four. 

Can a curse really harm you? 

Sophie London and Evin Foster are about to find out. While on their honeymoon, a case of mistaken 

identity finds them immersed in an evil curse, ghost stories and secrets from the past. Then, a four day 

"Who Done It?" challenge turns into a full-blown real life murder mystery.  

Can Sophie and Evin ferret out the killer before he or she strikes again?  

Who will be left standing when the clock strikes at midnight? 

Review by Fiction Fan: 4.0 out of 5 Stars. Sophie and Evin Foster are back! I think this book is Ms. Siwik's 

best yet. Sophie and Evin Foster are at it again, solving mysteries and crimes even though they don't 

intend to get involved. The first story was my favorite of the two, but if you're a fan of the game CLUE, 

you'll love the second story just as much as the first. Can't wait to see what the Fosters are up to next! 
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The Truth About Lara and Secret of Briarwood by Christina Siwik 

Sophie London-Evin Foster Mysteries Book Five and Six. 
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What do you do when your ex-wife shows up at your door, asking for help? How do you handle the 
situation when your current wife invites your ex to stay with you? Evin Foster finds out soon enough. 
Against his better judgement, Evin takes his ex's case, and the lies begin. Can Evin and Sophie believe 
anything the ex says? 

In book #6 of the series, Sophie and Evin return to Townsend, Tennessee, and Silver Creek Cabins, to 
celebrate their first wedding anniversary. While there, Sophie finds her mother's secret diary. As Sophie 
reads her mother's last words, she is convinced her parents' accident was murder. Could someone in 
Townsend be the reason Sophie's parents died? There are several suspects, but no proof of their guilt. 
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Carron Maitland-Jake Brennan Mystery (Two Book Series) 



 

Justice For Lindsey by Christina Siwik 

A Carron Maitland/Jake Brennan Novel. 

Carron Maitland and Jake Brennan would have never met in another time and another place.  

Carron had it all. The heiress to a fortune had built her own successful business from the ground up. Soon 

her world comes crashing down and secrets from the past threaten her very existence.  

Jake, a former cop turned successful mystery writer, sets out to write a true-crime novel and in the process 

solve a twenty-five-year-old murder.  

Now Carron and Jake are brought together and combine their talents and resources to bring closure to 

the past. 

Review by Chris: 5.0 out of 5 Stars. It’s a real page turner. A great mystery that gets you hooked in from 

the start. There are shocks and surprises along the way as the pieces unravel to reveal the truth. 

Realistic characters and some lovely descriptive writing. I’m waiting for another book now after this 

exciting debut novel. 
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We Meet Again by Christina Siwik 

A Carron Maitland/Jake Brennan Novel: Sequel to Justice for Lindsey. 
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Life for the Brennan's was perfect until the past came back to haunt them. They look forward to a new 

baby joining their family just in time for Christmas. Then, Carron starts having strange dreams about her 

past. Are these a warning to the future? When Lois and Joe Sweeny are once again a threat to the 

Brennan's happiness, Jake must take measures to protect his family. When will the nightmare be over? 
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About Christina Siwik: “I am a lifelong resident of Michigan. I currently live in the middle of the woods in 

northern Michigan. I am a wife, mother, grandmother, and retired educator. 

I have been married to my best friend for over fifty years. We love to travel to historical sites and love to 

camp as well. 

I am an avid reader of mystery and suspense novels. Besides reading and writing, I love to scrapbook and 

sew. 
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I have a blog that focuses on wellness, healthy eating, travel, and hobbies.” 
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